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The “classical weak value” of Ferrie and Combes in
a recent Letter [1] is not an analogue of a weak value.
It might better be characterized as a parody of a weak
value.
To understand the error in Ref. [1], consider Bohm’s
formulation of quantum mechanics [2] applied to a parti-
cle in a double-slit interferometer. The particle responds
classically to a fluctuating “pilot wave”. Is this formu-
lation a classical analogue of quantum interference? No,
because the pilot wave is quantum; in particular, it has
a wave number k = p/h¯, where p is the particle’s mo-
mentum. Quantum mechanics constrains the pilot wave.
Likewise, quantum mechanics constrains the errors in a
weak measurement; they are not analogous to the noise
in Ref. [1].
Weak values describe quantum systems subject to com-
plete initial and final boundary conditions. The resulting
pre- and postselected ensemble (PPS) has no classical
analogue, because complete initial and final boundary
conditions on a classical system would be either redun-
dant or inconsistent. For a quantum system, inconsis-
tency could arise only with orthogonal pre- and postse-
lected states. The pre- and postselected states chosen by
Ferrie and Combes are indeed orthogonal (via noise) and
thus irrelevant to weak values.
How can we verify that initial and final boundary con-
ditions characterize a PPS ensemble over the entire in-
termediate interval? A measurement of an intermediate
observable A generally disturbs the ensemble; the distur-
bance is inherent and has no classical analogue. Hence,
although Ferrie and Combes state that sources of classical
noise “can be provided”, they do not provide any clas-
sical analogue. With refreshing candor, they attribute
their measurement noise to an observer who has no time
to recheck results, wears smudged glasses, or lies. By
contrast, the scatter in a weak measurement is the price
we pay to limit the disturbance of the PPS ensemble.
We model the measuring device via a variable Qd, the
position of a pointer on a dial, and an interaction Hamil-
tonian Hint = g(t)APd, where g(t) is a coupling and Pd
is conjugate to Qd. To limit the disturbance arising from
the measurement, we must limit the range of Pd, hence
bound ∆Pd. But since ∆Qd ≥ h¯/2∆Pd, this bound im-
plies scatter in Qd, i.e. in the measurement of A.
We have seen three essential elements of weak values.
First, measurements on a PPS ensemble yield a more
complete description of the intermediate reality than
measurements on a preselected ensemble. Second, the
inherent scatter in measurements arises, via the uncer-
tainty principle, from the measurement coupling, which
must be weak so as not to disturb the PPS ensemble.
Neither element has a classical analogue. The third es-
sential element is the measuring device. Although the
final state of the ensemble is postselected, the final state
of the measuring device is not. Yet the values measured
on the PPS ensemble cluster around the weak value, with
the spread characteristic of measurements made with this
device, as they would for any normal result. The measur-
ing device speaks for itself, just as clocks and rulers speak
for themselves about relativistic kinematics, and screens,
slits and springs speak for themselves about quantum
limits on measurement [3].
This third element of weak values, too, is absent from
Ref. [1]. If there is a measuring device in Ref. [1], it
is Bob, who reports the value of a variable s taking val-
ues ±1. The “classical weak value”, Eq. (35) in Ref.
[1], is not recorded by any measuring device. In particu-
lar, consider the example in which “the result of a single
coin toss” turns out to be “100 heads”: δ = 0.99, so the
probabilities of s = ±1 are nearly equal, and the proba-
bility that Bob flips the coin or lies about the outcome is
at most 0.01. Since Alice postselects s = −1, Alice and
Bob obtain at most one head for every coin toss. Nothing
even slightly anomalous here—except Eq. (35).
To conclude, the “anomalous” values of Ferrie and
Combes say nothing about quantum—or even classical—
physics. They are not analogues of the weak values
that emerge when we describe the quantum world via
an initial state evolving forwards in time and a final
state evolving backwards in time, and couple this world
weakly to realistic measuring devices.
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